
RE:COVER NEPAL  
NIVAS exists to bolster under-resourced communities in their ability to construct safe, 
healthy environments for their families and citizens. For the past six years we have 
been working with remote villages in rural Nepal who find traditional aid sources 
difficult to access. Together we have been rebuilding a 5 village ward that was 
devastated by the recent earthquakes. Our strength lies in our ability to develop 
earthquake resilience techniques at the ground level while bringing in materials and 
management in the most cost-effective ways. We operate at a slim margin of 5-7% 
overhead so that close to 95% of all donation dollars go directly into the field to help 
families rebuild their lives.  

Without our programs families would still be living outside in shelters of lashed 
together tarps and strips of bamboo, weathering the monsoons and high altitude 
winters outdoors.  With further assistance from corporate partners we can expand our 
reach to many more communities in these remote, nearly inaccessible regions.  

A 7.9 MAGNITUDE EARTHQUAKE DEVASTATED NEPAL KILLING OVER 9,000 PEOPLE.

CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP 
Corporate sponsorship allows Nivas to make stronger and more long term commitments to our partner 
communities.  For every $1,250 in support we receive from our donors we are able to put one more family 
back into safe and beautiful shelter to begin their lives again. This effects lives immediately and will effect 
exponentially more as their family grows and more children inherit this generosity. For our Extreme Need 
Program, which services individuals and families suffering from even greater restrictions on resources, we 
have a program that provides the same EQ resistant shelter at $2,500. This includes the elderly and single 
mothers.                                                               

Please contact our executive director for more on how we are able to partner with corporations allowing use 
of our logo for promotion of their social responsibility program on the web and in print material, as well as 
custom videos illustrating the effect their SR program is having globally.  We also promote our high level 
donors at all our events.  

LOOKING AHEAD 
As our programs reach more and more lives and we witness the impact they are having, we seek to expand our reach globally.  
Scouting plans have begun in Latin America and continue in South East Asian regions. 
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